My dear Spencer,

I have availed myself at once of your very kind permission to send you the first instalment of my work, in its form as a second series. But not altogether, for as there is no need to send as nearly a complete packet as possible included the latter part. The section on marriage which will be

let in its full crude form. Do not however feel bound to puzzle over it because I have sent it. I may add that I have a good deal yet to put in in places but which I have not yet had time to look into. The preface to the first part will have to be added but you have seen it in its present shape.

You can put it forward with them, make any remarks (any) in the back of the pages facing the matter in question. It shall
value them indeed it can to me invaluable as bringing things into view which them overlooked. And yet too may have meeting as mental review and one does with it.

My wife will take the papers over tomorrow as the others have in the Spencer at pneumonia. Send them in a portfolio mine. It may be not circumstance to you them when you have come with them. Please the portfolio at the public library to me. Where my wife is driving envelopes by the car. call and put it which would save you the trouble of writing it in hand.

Yours faithfully

Arthur